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      -GCRU- 
                Weekly Trading Service 

 

                    Achieves gains by trading commodities, currencies and stocks 
JUNE 21, 2017                                                                                                                               IN ITS 16TH YEAR- Nº 743 

  

DON’T SWEAT THE DOWNSIDE 

  
ust as the market had anticipated, the Fed 

raised rates a quarter of a percent for the 

second time this year. It remains on 

course to raise rates once more and start 

unwinding its balance sheet, per chairwoman 

Yellen’s statement. 

  

The news boosted the dollar and stocks and 

put downside pressure on gold, currencies 

and commodities. As we had mentioned two 

weeks ago, we’re likely to see gold fall 

despite a Fed hike since inflation pressures 

started to ease. 

  

Not only that, the ‘B’ decline still needs to 

develop further and the rise in May was 

showing lack of stronger fundamentals to 

support a clear rise above the ‘A’  peak in 

Apr. 

  

Remember gold’s cyclical bull market run 

since Dec 2015 is based on rising inflationary 

pressures. The “inflation uptrend” for gold is 

currently at $1190. This tells us, as long as 

gold stays above $1190, growing inflationary 

pressures will continue being supportive of 

gold. 

  

But why wasn’t last week’s rate hike 

supportive of higher gold prices? 

  

 

J 

Omar Ayales 
Editor  

 

“To me, a wise and humane policy is occasionally 

to let inflation rise even when inflation is running 

above target” - Janet Yellen - 
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We believe last week’s rate hike was 

accompanied by easing inflationary forces.  

 

The economy was seen to be cooling off.  

 

Several signs showing easing inflationary 

pressures have been popping up. A declining 

dollar, rising bonds (declining yields) and 

softer resources were just a few. 

  

The difference with the rate hikes in Dec 

2015, Dec 2016 and Mar 2017 was that 

during those hikes the Fed was “catching up” 

as the economy started to show signs of a 

stronger recovery and inflation was picking 

up steam. 

  

Ultimately, it’s all about “real” rates. Real 

rates are defined as interest rates less the rate 

of inflation. So, if the Fed hikes rates while 

inflationary pressures ease, real rates rise, 

thereby competing with gold. 

  

Moreover, our technical indicators had been 

telling us the end was not near for the ‘B’ 

decline. At this moment, downside pressures 

remain and lower levels in gold are still 

likely. 

 

We’ve been showing two key support levels 

for gold in recent weeks, the first being the 

$1190-$1200 level where gold’s cyclical bull 

mkt uptrend since Dec 2015 is converging 

with the Mar lows. The second one being the 

level between the Dec 2016 uptrend and 

gold’s 23 mo MA at $1220-$1235. 

 

Keep an eye on these levels. Our indicators 

are telling us to expect these levels to be 

tested ST. 

  

Despite gold’s decline from the recent highs 

near $1300, it has not yet broken below 

critical support levels. It remains within a 

bullish uptrend. 

  

Our Chart of the Week is gold with its key 

MT leading indicator. Notice the indicator 

still needs to develop fully and decline 

further. It could reach the prior B low areas, 

and gold would then clearly show signs of a 

real intermediate bottom. 

  

Gold’s decline at the wake of the most recent 

Fed hike is the market telling the Fed to “hold 

your horses”. The economic recovery 

remains fragile and inflation has not yet 

reached the Fed’s 2% target at a sustainable 

level. 

  

Our second chart below shows a gauge of 

inflation/deflation.  Note  U.S.bonds and the 

copper price are moving in opposite 

directions.  When bonds rise and copper is 

lifeless to down, it's saying deflationary 

waves are moving.  

 

Notice bonds (deflationary) have been 

picking up while copper (inflationary) has 

been cooling down. This tells us inflationary 

forces are wanning, at least ST. 

  

And since Yellen’s speech, Fed officials are 

starting to change their stance showing a 

more dovish side not seen in a while. 

  

The head of the Chicago Fed Evans already 

suggested in an interview with CNBC that 

another hike during 2017 “is no slam dunk.” 

You can read his comments in an article 

by www.marketwatch.com by going to the 

following link: 

  

http://www.marketwatch.com/story/feds-

evans-suggests-his-support-for-another-rate-

hike-is-no-slam-dunk-2017-06-20 

  

http://www.marketwatch.com/
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/feds-evans-suggests-his-support-for-another-rate-hike-is-no-slam-dunk-2017-06-20
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/feds-evans-suggests-his-support-for-another-rate-hike-is-no-slam-dunk-2017-06-20
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/feds-evans-suggests-his-support-for-another-rate-hike-is-no-slam-dunk-2017-06-20
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Longer term, risk of stronger inflationary 

forces or even hyperinflation remain. These 

longer-term pressures are what will continue 

to push gold higher within gold’s cyclical 

bull mkt. 

  

Also, keep in mind the world economy is on 

a path to recovery. Already countries outside 

of the U.S. are starting to show stronger data. 

Newsletter writers across the board are 

recommending emerging markets as they’re 

seen to outperform the U.S. and other 

developed countries that have also shown 

stronger signs of a recovery. 

  

We took profits on our positions near the 

highs and are ready for more weakness to add 

to our positions. Remember our compass is 

pointing towards gold’s upcoming ‘C’ rise. 

We want to be ready and fully positioned for 

that up-move which has the potential being a 

major one. 

  

And because gold has been so strong, it’s 

hard to say where the bottom will be, which 

is why we’ve adopted a strategy to refrain 

from trading the downside. Instead, we 

picked up bull call spreads on the dollar,  

 

which is poised to continue rebounding as 

inflationary pressures ease ST. Remember, a 

rising dollar tends to be deflationary and thus 

puts downward pressure on gold. 

  

We continue to hold half a position in gold 

and waiting for more weakness to add to it. 

We have positions in silver and gold shares, 

particularly junior miners (AEM, WPM, 

GDXJ, BTG and MUX), and we’re ready to 

buy more on weakness. 

  

Noteworthy and telling are the junior gold 

miners. They continue to outperform the 

seniors and are poised to be the most 

profitable trade of the year. 

  

And as uncertainty and fear subsided, the 

stock market regained its strength. The 

Industrials reached new highs yet again this 

week. Our position in DIA is doing great and 

poised to reach the top side of a Dec 

upchannel near 225 (DJI: 22,500), our first 

profit target. 

  

The Transports found strong resistance just 

below their Mar highs. Weakness could end 

up triggering a Dow Theory non-
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confirmation. However, it’s too soon to tell. 

For now, the stock market remains bullish 

with more upside potential. Keep your DIAs. 

  

Crude broke below its first support level at 

$45 and tumbled to the lower $40s. 

Speculation that the global oil glut is 

expanding, rather than shrinking, is leading 

investors to dump crude trades. The bears 

have taken the conn; and it’s not helping 

inflation… 

 

But if history is of any relevance, crude is 

near a critical support level near $40 and 

could very well hold above this level, 

particularly since demand for crude tends to 

pick up during the Summer months. We’ve 

placed a buy order below $43 to take 

advantage of extreme weakness that could set 

the stage for a profitable rebound rise to the 

$50 level. 

  

Our strategy for this week is to keep a close 

look at gold’s support levels. If gold holds at 

the $1220-$1235 level, it’ll prove to be very 

bullish and the upcoming ‘C’ rise could be a 

strong one. But even if gold breaks below that 

level, it’ll remain bullish within a deeper 

cyclical bull market above $1190-$1200.  

 

Remember to accumulate gold, silver and 

gold shares during this weakness. Also, keep 

an eye on the dollar. If it rises to 99, sell your 

bull call spread for a handsome profit. Pick 

up some crude at lower levels per our 

indication in the chart section below. 

  

Good luck and good trading, 

  

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

Omar Ayales 

Chief Trading Strategist 

GCRU 

www.goldchartsrus.net 

A division of Aden Research Group 

 

 
 

 

 

 

http://www.goldchartsrus.net/
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PAGE Nº Symbol Trade Update &/or Current Position

Status      

L=Long        

S= Short          

O= Out            

P= Put         

C= Call

Initial Entry 

Date

Position Entry 

Price

Last      Closing      

Price
Stops Target #1 Target #2

GOLD Keep second half position. Buy at 1225. L Jan-5-17 1170.00 1243.50
2dc below 

1200
1380.00 1450.00

PHYS
Keep second half position. Buy at 10 and 

lower.
L Jan-5-17 9.63 10.14

2dc below 

9.80
11.50 12.00

SILVER
Keep your positions. If not in, buy near 16.25 

and lower.
L Jan-5-17 17.35 16.42 2dc below 16 19.25 20.50

PSLV Keep your positions. If not in, buy near 6.25. L Jan-5-17 6.35 6.24 2dc below 6 7.20 7.90

8 HUI Index 

We picked up a bit more WPM this week and 

AEM is approaching our recommended entry 

level. Keep your triggers ready!

-- 184.74

9 GDXJ Keep your positions. L Mar-16-17 37.30 32.41 2dc below 28 38.00 50.00

10 AEM Keep your positions.  Buy below 45. L Mar-16-17 42.50 45.70 2dc below 40 50.00 60.00

11 WPM If not in, buy on weakness below 19. L Mar-17-17 19.80 19.08
2dc below 

18.50
25.00 28.00

12 BTG Keep your positions. L May-25-17 2.45 2.79
2dc below 

2.30
3.00 3.30

13 MUX Keep your position. L May-25-17 2.72 2.54
2dc below 

2.35
3.50 4.00

14
US Dollar 

DXM17
Keep your position. Sell on a rise to 99. C May-31-17 $400 97.41

15 TNX Stay out. O 2.15

16
COPPER  

HGN17
Stay out for now. O 2.55

Crude-CLN17
Keep second half of position. Buy some 

below 43.
L May-4-17 45.90 43.51

2dc below 

41.50
52.00 55.00

DBO Keep your positions. Buy some below 7.50. L May-4-17 8.05 7.63
2dc below 

7.25
8.85 9.50

DIA
Keep your positions. Sell half at first profit 

target.
L Apr-11-17 205.00 214.40 2dc below 200 225 240

IYT Stay out- O 168.00

19 FXE Buy some on or near 106. O 107.67 2dc below 102 125.00 150.00

7

17

18

TABLE OF CONTENTS & OPEN POSITIONS

6

CHART SECTION SUMMARY
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CHART SECTION 
 

 

 

Long
1170 (Jan-5-17), 1220 (Mar-16-17). Sold half at 1287 for 

an average 8% gain.
Long:

9.63 (Jan-5-17), 10.12 (Mar-16-17). Sold half at 10.54 

for an average gain of 7%.

2dc below 1200 (adj). 2dc below 9.80 (adj).

Profit 

Targets
1380 & 1450.

Profit 

Targets
11.50 & 12 

Recom Recom

Unwinding… Gold continued to decline after resisting at a key level last week (Gold's double 'A' rise peak near 1300). The 

break above the Jul downtrend was a bull trap. However, our ABCDs have been showing all along that this level was a 

critical resistance and we've been preparing for weakness. Gold's 'B' decline remains in full effect. Be prepared for more 

downside, especially if gold breaks below the Dec uptrend at 1240. Keep in mind, gold has strong support at two different 

levels, the 1220-1240 level and the 1190-1200 level. The first level is between the 23 mo MA and the Dec 2016 uptrend 

while the second level is the Dec 2015 uptrend and Mar lows. If gold breaks below the first level, specifically below 1220 on 

a 2dc, we could see the 1190 1200 level tested. A clean break below 1190 could jeopardize gold's cyclical bull mkt rise that 

began in 2015. Interestingly, notice Spinner reaching a key uptrend and support level of its own. This tells us a bottom may 

be in sight ST. Keep your positions for now and buy on weakness. We've reduced our re-entry target to 1225 from 1240.

Keep second half position. Buy at 10 and lower.

Sprott Physical Gold Trust (PHYS)  6/20/2017                        

CLOSE = 10.14

Stops

Keep second half position. Buy at 1225.

GOLD AUGUST 2017 (GCQ17) 6/20/2017                                 

CLOSE = 1243.5

Stop
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SPINNER	(3, 16,	16) ON	THE	DECLINE...	APPROACHING	UPTREND
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RATE	HIKE

SPINNER	(3, 16,	16) UNWINDING...	NEAR	LOWS

23	MONTH	MA
SUPPORT	AT	$1220
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DOUBLE	'A'	PEAK

TESTING	FIRST	KEY	SUPPORT

RATE	HIKE
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Quoting GCRU is permitted provided GCRU name, website 

address & subscription price are given.  

 

All charts in GCRU are daily prices.  

Subscribers can obtain free online chart updates for all gold 

shares in GCRU via: www.bigcharts.com. To view Canadian 

stks please use CA as prefix (ie, to view Agnico Eagle (Toronto) 

you must use CA:AEM). 
 

Note: U should NOT feel our recommended prices are set in 

concrete. If mkts suddenly feel hot or cold to U, or dramatic 

news occurs, U can buy or sell, or stop at slightly higher or 

slightly lower prices. It also hinges on your experience level. 

Some people can use our prices as guides & know when they 

can take bigger risks. 
 

Spinner: Spinner is an in-house momentum indicator (not 

always shown on charts). Momentum indicators use the rate of 

change in price to determine predominant energy flows. 

Spinner trading signals are generated when the faster timing 

line crosses above or below the slower confirming line. Upside 

crosses in the lower range of positive territory offer the most 

reliable signals for longs; downside crosses in the top range of 

negative territory for shorts. Avoid trading against the timing 

line, ie, buying/selling if the timing line is in corrective mode 

(against direction of trade) unless the confirming line is positioning for a new 'confirming cycle'. It's important to 

always be aware of location, direction & cycling phase of the confirming line. Spinner signals are more effective 

in trending mkts than in trading ranges where indicators such as Stochastic & Williams %R should be used.  
 

NOTE: payments for GCRU services should be made payable to MAP CUSTOMER SERVICE. Gold (& mkts) 

Charts R Us is published weekly. You may sign up for 3-mos at $300, 6-mos at $585, 9-mos at $855 or 12-mos 

$1,110.  

 

E-mail: gcru@goldchartsrus.net 

 
 

- DISCLAIMER - 
Due to the electronic nature of e-mails, there is a risk that the information contained in this message has been modified. 

Consequently Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us can accept no responsibility or liability as to the completeness or accuracy of the 

information. Whilst efforts are made to safeguard messages and attachments, Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us cannot guarantee 

that messages or attachments are virus free, do not contain malicious code or are compatible with your electronic systems 

and does not accept liability in respect of viruses, malicious code or any related problems that you may experience. 

Information in Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us is for general information only & is not intended to be relied upon by individual 

readers in making specific investment decisions. Appropriate independent advice should be obtained before making any 

such decisions. Gold (& mkts) Charts R Us do not guarantee or assure that readers will make money, or accept liability for 

any loss suffered by readers as a result of any such decision. Futures and share trading involves risk and is not for all 

investors. Past performance is NOT indicative of future results. Trading involves risk and should be pursued with risk capital 

only!  
 

1dc

1-day close (the share price must close 

above or below the indicated price level, 

before our recommendation is activated)

2dc 2-day close (consecutive)

bot bought

CAD$ Canadian dollar

H&S head & shoulder

LOC line on close

LT long term

MT medium term

NL neckline

PF portfolio

PO price objective

Recom recommended

RH&S reverse head & shoulder

RS relative strength

ST short term

Sym/tri symmetrical triangle

Tgt target

Unch unchanged

Vol volume

Wk week

Ystdy yesterday

C close

ABBREVIATIONS

mailto:gcru@goldchartsrus.net

